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es Hipatia Project  

1 Goal of the good practice  

Hipatia is a cultural and educational project with a gender perspective that aims to produce cultural 

transformations in the people who participate in it. 

The project arises from the proposal of the internal women in the prison of Mansilla de las Mulas (León, 

Spain) to carry out a cultural magazine. The Educational Department of the Museum of Contemporary 

Art of Castilla y León (DEAC) acts as publisher of the magazine and uses it as a connection platform 

between the museum and the women, facilitating writing and reading workshops and encounters with 

artists and professionals who perform their work within the museum. The final goal is not the magazine 

itself but a tool to promote a process of reflection and action with women. 

The project was carried out between 2007 and 2011. Four magazines were published and, as a closed 

of the project, an exhibition was made in the museum.  

The copies of the magazine were free distributed in prisons, museums, art centres, libraries and groups 

that request it. 

2 Target group 

Women in prison (130 women, 80% migrants and foreign women). 

3 Description in “step-by-step” approach 

The museum had previous work experiences with people in jail through workshops and guided visits to 

the museum. They planned a closer collaboration and for this they posed the question about what to do 

and how. The chosen group was the women in prison because there was a lack of training and 

occupational programs targeted to them because of their lower percentage within the prison population. 

 The first approach was to listen and it arose the interest in publishing a magazine the women had 

been working on for some time. Publishing is the driving force for educational work. The museum 

would support the design, edition, publishing and distribution of the magazine. The education 

department of the museum formalized the commitment to work monthly with them to get them 

information, documentation and support in addition to acting as a mediators for motivations and 

interests of women in prison. 

 The magazine was part of the educational programs of the museum and was used as an excuse to 

carry out other events taking advantage of the artists and professionals who works with the museum 

on workshops and other activities. Activities developed were: creative writing workshop; sound 

performance; graffiti workshop; reading poems; workshop of dialogues, stories and encounters 

(different means of cultural expression); workshops on remake, preservation of culture, versioning; 

Historical view of women in prison on International Women's Day, etc. 

4 Success factors  

 Women are the key players of the work at all times. 

 The process of elaborating the magazine allows reflection and action from the point of view of the 

collective and the people. This means that they can work on the pedagogies of the genre and 

integration from two places: 

The common: Why a magazine made by women? What is it that differentiates it from one made by men 

or by both sexes? Issues that women themselves analyse and reflect in the magazine, a journal thought 

by women in prison for other women (in prison or not). 

The autonomous: As a place that gives women their own voice. Her word will be read and taken into 

account, without the need for cultural, economic, social or political conditions. 

The success of the practice also lies in the involvement of the museum itself, the educators working with 

women and the coordinators of the workshops. 

5 Local Networks – Different Actors Involved  

• Women in prison. 

• CIS (Centre of Social Insertion). 
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• Mansilla de las Mulas Penitentiary Center. 

• Educational team of the Department of Education and Cultural Action of the Museum of 

Contemporary Art of Castilla y León (DEAC MUSAC), 

• Creators, artists and specialists in the most diverse artist and creative manifestations. 

6 Difficulties /Barriers 

From the point of view of the women and their involvement in the project:: 

 Be able to develop their own project, leaded by themselves.  

 Opening a secure space where to express feelings.  

 Be able to transform emotions and strong feelings into a coherent narration.  

 Transforming negative emotions: through sharing experiences.  

 

From the point of view of the project: 

 The group of women is not permanent along the project because at some time some participants 

leave prison. 

 Maintain the connection of women with cultural activities once they are outside. 

7 URL and contact details  

Links in Spanish language: 

Blog of the Hipatia Community with workshops and activities for the project: 

http://deacmusac.es/category/comunidad/proyecto-hipatia-comunidad 

http://deacmusac.es/proyecto-hipatia-pedagogias-de-genero-en-espacios-de-reclusion 

Contact: musac@musac.es 

8 Related resources that have been developed and are available online 

Links in Spanish language 

Hipatia Magazine: 

https://issuu.com/musacmuseo/docs/hipatia_1 

https://issuu.com/musacmuseo/docs/hipatia2 

https://issuu.com/musacmuseo/docs/hipatia3 

https://issuu.com/musacmuseo/docs/hipatia4 

 

Web of the exhibition: 

http://musac.es/#exposiciones/expo/?id=6247 

 

YouTube, exhibition of the Hipatia project: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1admOl2RLs  
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